Women's Tennis Match Results  
San Diego City at Imperial Valley  
March 4, 2014  
2:00 p.m.  
Location: Imperial, Calif.

SDCC 4, IVC 5

Singles
1. Jessica Zuniga (IVC) def. Phyllyn Frederick (SDCC) 6-3, 6-1  
2. Vanesa Figeroa (IVC) def. Jennifer Larsen (SDCC) 6-0, 6-0  
3. Andrea Heredia (IVC) def. Jeanne Pun (SDCC) 6-2, 6-1  
4. Susy Sanchez (SDCC) def. Dayanara Favela (IVC) 7-5, 7-6 (7-2)  
5. Yomelee Mata (IVC) def. Samantha Contreras (SDCC) 6-2, 6-4  
6. Brandi Autor (SDCC) def. Monica Cesena (IVC) 7-6 (7-3), 6-2

Doubles
1. Jessica Zuniga/Vanesa Figeroa (IVC) def. Phyllyn Frederick/Jeannne Pun (SDCC) 8-2  
2. Susy Sanchez/Sammy Contreras (SDCC) def. Andrea Heredia/Dayanara Favela (IVC) 8-5  
3. Jennifer Larsen/Thuy Nguyen (SDCC) def. Yomelee Mata/Monica Cesena (IVC) 8-6

Record:  
SDCC 2-4 (2-3 PCAC)